Campus Politics Swing Into Motion

CLASSES NOMINATE FOR MAJOR CAMPUS OFFICES THURSDAY; TO HOLD ELIMINATIONS NEXT WEEK

Three Undergraduates Bids for Candidate for Student Council, Union and Liberal Arts Boards, and A. W. S. Council: Meetings drew large attendance.

Preliminary steps were taken for the annual student government elections of next year when the three members of the student council, the union board, and the liberal arts council for the student council, the union, and the liberal arts board were nominated.

Approval for spring plans was obtained by the liberal arts and student council.
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THE RIGHT TO VOTE

A checkup on attendance at class meetings on Thursday reveals that the percentage of voting as compared to previous years is higher. This fact is due to the increased number of students taking part in the school's activities. The increase in participation is an indication of the students' desire to be involved in the decisions that affect them. It is also a reflection of the growing awareness of the importance of being informed and actively participating in the democratic process.

A SUGGESTED VOTE

A number of students have expressed a desire to see the blanket fee raised, and have proved most successful from the standpoint of getting a yes vote. Again, the percentage of vote in favor of the blanket fee is higher than in previous years, indicating a growing support for the fee.

A VOTATION OF THE PEOPLE

If the motion passes, the blanket fee will be raised to 20 cents, and the people will consider them in placing men in office.
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\textbf{FOREIGNERS' CLUB PLANS ACTIVITY WORK}

\textbf{ATTENTION STUDENTS}

\textbf{SPHINX PLANS ORATORICAL CONTESTS}

\textbf{LITTLE THEATER SCENE OF ORATORICAL CONTESTS}

\textbf{SPRING HATS}

\textbf{HOTEL OLD'S PLAN THE CLEAN UP SATURDAY NIGHT}

\textbf{M.S.C. NEGATIVE DEBATE WINS}

\textbf{Greta Garbo Features State Theater Bill}

\textbf{ARROYO HALL TO HOLD ANNUAL FORMAL PARTY}

\textbf{AVOID FROSH TO HAVE FULL QUOTA}

\textbf{FROSH FROLIC TO HAVE FULL QUOTA}

\textbf{FOOSH MACH To Hold FORMAL PARTY}

\textbf{M.C. NEGATIVE DEBATE, WINS}

\textbf{FORESTIA' CLUB PLANNING DINNER}

\textbf{THE CLOSE OF THE FORMAL SEASON APPROACHES}

\textbf{M.C. NEGATIVE DEBATE WINS}

\textbf{LATIN FRATERNITY WILL HOLD SUNDAY NIGHT DINNER}

\textbf{FOOSH MACH TO HOLD FORMAL PARTY}

\textbf{ pops III MATCH TO HAVE FULL QUOTA}

\textbf{AVOID FROSH TO HAVE FULL QUOTA}

\textbf{FOOSH MACH TO HOLD FORMAL PARTY}

\textbf{SPRING HATS}

\textbf{HOTEL OLD'S PLAN THE CLEAN UP SATURDAY NIGHT
SPARTAN FENCERS CLASH WITH CHICAGO SATURDAY

Nine Spartans Entered in Fourth Central Intercollegiate Meet.

IRISH FAVORED

Strongly Balanced Team Has Wins Over University of Illinois To Its Credit.

OUTDOOR WORK AIDS KOBBSMEN

Intensive Spring Training Brings State Trackers Into Best Form.

VARSITY RELIEF MEN SCORE WIN AND LOSS IN MATCHES

GRAPPLERS SPLIT SEASON'S MEETS

Spartan Wrestlers Win Three Out of Six contests, Lose Scarcely Compete for Last Tote.

TWO MORE LETTERS SOUGHT BY GROVE

Football, Basketball Are Boys' Last of Season's Two Events; Has Previous Record.

SPRING OUTFIT

A U R D S

SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Her First Talking Picture!

GRETA GARBO

in Anna Christie

5 Acts!

THE 13th CHAIR

SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Available Freshmen Material Expected to Offset Vacancies.

INTER-FRAT BASKETBALL NARROWS TO SEMI-FINALS

JUNIORS, FRESH LEAD VOLLEYBALL TOURNEY

EUNOMIANS TRIP TICS IN SEMI-FINALS THIS WEEKEND
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